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Report on improved methods for climate service forecasting
1 Introduction
This paper introduces a MARCO forecasting methodology, which can be used to forecast Climate Service
(CS) activities including commercial as well as non-commercial exchange of information. The services are
provided as part of knowledge provision and open source information as included in research and
innovation projects as well as in commercial markets for CS. The commercial CS include those delivered by
dedicated CS companies as well as by more general consultancies and knowledge institutions like
universities.
The major purposes of the development of a CS market forecast methodology as presented here is to
support:
•

The development of targeted information and analytical tools, which can support cost effective
adaptation planning and implementation of options in the private and public sector.
o

•

Development of an increased capacity of the market demand side to assess the potential benefits
of addressing climate risks in relation to their activity domain including public planning, business
activities, and civil society, private households, etc.
o

•

Climate service market forecasts can here be used to identify key future climate risk areas,
where information and support are needed.

Climate service forecasts can here be used to assess specific needs of different
stakeholders (type of information, tools).

Development of an increased capacity and new information and tools to be provided by climate
service providers.
o

Climate service market forecasts can support the scoping of future products and services.

We are in our methodological framework taking the starting point in the definition of major CS elements in
the EU Roadmap for Climate Services (EU, 2015), which in a structural diagram maps all the activities
included in CS development as illustrated in the following Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Climate Service elements based on the EU Roadmap for Climate Services (EU, 2015), a red
box is inserted to indicate MARCO’s climate service market focus.

MARCO is focusing on the development of the CS market, and we are in the project using the market term
to characterize exchange of information between suppliers and users of CS including commercial
transactions as well as open source information and in-house capacities by users of CS information. The
elements assessed in MARCO are inside the red box in Figure 1. The CS exchange of information is
illustrated by the purple box in Figure 1.
There can be various different methodological approaches to CS market forecasting. Inside the red box in
Figure 1, any of the various supplements could be forecasted using different approaches. For example, if CS
users are retail businesses like supermarkets, the forecasting could reflect climate sensitivities of supply
chains, while the demand for CS by other users, such as power utilities, could reflect their future markets
and the vulnerability of their plants.
In the methodological approach, we focus on a number of generic elements, which can be addressed in CS
market forecasts for various markets and users. Based on welfare economics, the starting point is in the
economic risks of climate change and the associated benefits, which can be achieved by using climate
services.
In this report, we demonstrate how CS markets could develop if the service uptake in the future reflects the
expected climate change risks, where risks are defined as the probability of climate related events times
the consequences of the events.
Knowledge about the current CS market and the future needs of different user segments are very
uncertain. The CS market forecast methodology therefore faces a very complex market. A special
complexity arise due to the “intangible” character of many CS products. Some CS products are very specific
and well defined like for example a forecast of future snow cover for a skiing resort. Other types of CS are
more directly integrated in economic activities for example in the design of a port project, where sea levels
and storm pressure are components in project design. In the skiing resort case, CS is a separate product,
while in the port case, CS is mainstreamed into the project development, and does not appear as a
separate product. Over time, it must be expected that the borderline between specific CS products and CS
November 2018
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mainstreamed into projects will change, and this can imply that the CS market over time could appear
diminishing. The paradox is that the more common the integration of climate information in various
societal activities becomes, CS as a separate commodity could become invisible (see also a discussion about
the alternative business models of climate services in MARCO D3.3). Such a development trend is
illustrated in the following Figure 1.

Figure 2. The potential development of CS over time assuming a mainstreaming of CS activities

The MARCO forecasting methodology will reflect the potential decrease in dedicated CS products over time
by focusing on CS exchange in more general including both the dedicated products and mainstreamed
activities and thereby capture the entire CS market.

2 Short review of forecasting approaches
The literature on CS forecasting methodologies as well as on actual forecasts is very scarce. The literature
covers two main categories of studies: top down and bottom up approaches. In the top down approaches,
the potential for CS is assessed by studying climate risk mitigation needs in different regions and sectors.
Bottom up approaches are taking the starting point in statistics about current CS market activities.
The top down based approaches are in many cases closely related to modelling studies and scenario
forecasts of climate risks, while CS market studies often project future markets based on statistics or
specific market surveys of commercial transactions.
Examples of a top down approach reflecting climate risks include a review study by USAID (2013). It is here
concluded that a further penetration of CS depends on a more clear estimation of the economic value of
using CS. A review of 139 studies was conducted with a main focus on agriculture and the energy sector,
and it was concluded that the majority of reviewed studies include ex ante predictions of the value of CS
based on models developed using historical climate data (USAID, 2013). The value of using CS was then
November 2018
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assessed assuming perfect forecast assumptions and optimal response behaviour. Very few studies are
based on observations of actual changes in management occurring because of climate forecasts.
In a review paper, Soares et al. (2018) assess how different sectoral studies have assessed the value of CS
forecasts with an emphasis on seasonal forecasts. In the literature, various approaches have been
suggested as a basis for estimating the value of CS and thereby market potentials. However, an
examination of the actual use of CS forecasts concludes that the value of CS first at all depends on how the
forecasts are made usable within the decision‐making contexts in which they are applied. This ultimately
determines the value that seasonal forecasts can affect (Soares et al., 2018). This point to the conclusion
that the potential for further development of the CS market strongly depends on a close relationship
between providers and users.
Bottom up based CS market forecasts have been based on information about current market transactions,
and markets forecasts are regularly supplied as commercial products. Environmental Business International
(EBI, 2018) provides regular CS market forecasts based on the environmental industry and thereby the
supply side of the CS market. Market forecasts are developed as commercial products covering both
sectors related to climate change mitigation and adaptation (EBI, 2018). The methodology includes regular
surveys with panel companies, specific contact to industry leaders, and industry datasets.
kMatrix is like EBI developing CS market forecasts based on commercial transactions related to climate
change risks and adaptation. The approach is parallel to market forecasting by the company for other
sectors and is based on a review of various data sources, business accounts, and other commercial
information. CS market forecasts based on the current market overview is established as a projection of
historical growth rates for different market segments (see MARCO D.6.4).
A mixed top down/bottom up approach has been introduced by Georgeson et al. (2017). Future CS needs
are here addressed by comparing the state of the current commercial CS market by regions and sectors
with the average GDP per country and the climate risk index as provided by Germanwatch (Kreft et al.,
2015). It is concluded that there is a correlation between the scale of commercial CS transaction and GDP
per capita, but not today between climate vulnerability and CS transactions. In terms of forecasting
methodologies, this suggests that a further market development will depend on both economic growth in
the countries and on their capacity to use CS in risk coping strategies.
Based on the very limited available literature on CS forecasting approaches as reviewed here, it can be
concluded that there is a large gap between conclusions based on assessing climate risks and the value of
services and the forecasting approaches, which take the starting point in mapping and extrapolating
current commercial activities. On one hand, risk based projections can be quite far from CS that actually
can be realized, and given that large climate risks are identified, it can be difficult to define how CS in
combination with other activities, like research and policy implementation frameworks, can help to reduce
the risks and promote adaptation. On the other hand, it is uncertain how future CS markets could develop
based on extrapolations of given markets trends of commercial markets. There are large uncertainties
associated with the mapping of current commercial markets, and they are only covering part of the CS
exchanges. MARCO’s approach to addressing these methodological limitations is using a range of
qualitative and quantitative approaches to assess the CS market.
November 2018
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3 Main concepts applied in the forecasting methodology
The forecasting methodology presented in this report is based on welfare economic concepts, and a major
objective of forecasting the CS market accordingly is to facilitate that CS can be used to reduce the risks of
climate change.
As illustrated in the following Figure 3, damages from climate change are expected to increase over time,
e.g. due to increased probabilities of extreme events and economic growth leading to increased values of
vulnerable assets. Climate risks will then potentially be mitigated by the use of CS, which should enable
private stakeholders and society to implement adaptation options. The potential economic value of
providing CS is then, as illustrated in Figure 3, the difference between the top curve representing damages
without CS and the two bottom curves illustrating different levels of the development of the CS market.
There are two basic assumptions to keep in mind, when the potential of the CS market is considered.
1. Climate services are only effective in bringing down climate damages to the extent that they
facilitate climate change adaptation.
2. There will typically be limits to how much climate damages can be reduced by the application of
climate services and adaptation options. Adaptation costs will typically increase with increasing
targets for risk reduction, and it is from an economic point of view only attractive to implement
climate services and adaptation options up to the point, where the marginal costs of these are less
or equal to the expected.

Figure 3. Conceptual illustration of the benefits of climate services in relation to reducing damage
losses from extreme climate events.

Following the economic concepts on the benefits of avoiding potential damages from climate change, our
forecasting approach develops a CS market forecast based on assessing the economic activities and assets
at risk. This is followed by climate scenario and impact assessment used as an input to measuring the
benefits of avoiding climate change damages and thereby the potential for CS. Finally, the potential for CS,
can be adjusted to reflect the expectations to the efficiency of the present and future CS markets.
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The key elements in the forecasting methodology is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Basic elements in climate service forecasts: Economic activity – climate change impacts –
avoided damages – climate service market. Coloured ovals illustrate analytical steps, and grey boxes
illustrate forecasting outputs.

CS market forecasts can be based on a calculation of future risks and potential avoided damages in year t as
follows:
(1)

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 )
∗ 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡

If the costs of implementing CS and associated adaptation options are less than the climate risks in year t,
then it is economic beneficial to implement CS in support of adaptation options.
Our forecasting methodology will focus on development trends in the individual elements of equation (1)
rather than on absolute estimates of individual components. We will in the following illustrate how
indicators of development trends can be derived based on modelling studies including climate-, economic-,
and sectoral modelling. Such trends can then be used as indicators of potential emerging CS needs. The
actual choice of trend indicator will depend on the focal CS application area.
In practice, a number of market failures are associated with the CS market. These market failures has been
addressed in MARCO WP2, 3 and 5 and in EU-MACS WP5. This implies that a full realisation of the
economically optimal CS market cannot be achieved in practice. In the following, we are therefore defining
how the CS market forecasts can distinguish between the technical, economic, and the realised market
potential of CS.
We apply the following definitions:
Technical climate service market potential is assuming that CS are applied to all climate change risks as they
appear in the forecast of economic activities and climate change impacts.
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Economic climate service market potential is the Technical CS market potential minus the climate risk area,
where CS and adaptation all together are so expensive that the costs are larger than the benefits of avoided
climate change damages (see item 2 above).
Realised climate service market potential is the Economic CS market potential adjusted for inefficiencies in
the CS market, which hinder the uptake of economic attractive options. The potentials are illustrated in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Stylized representation of technical-, economic-, and market potential of climate services.

Getting from the technical CS market potential to the economic will require information about the marginal
benefits of avoided damages and marginal adaptation costs as illustrated in Figure 5, and getting to the
realized market potential requires estimation of market barriers and failures.

3.1 Timeframe of Climate service market forecasts
The relevant timeframe of CS market forecasting depends on the focal climate risk area and, according to
our forecast formula (equation 1), on the development in assets and activities at risk and the probability of
climate hazards.
The timeframe of the methodological framework is CS market forecast for a decadal timeframe with a
major focus on the CS market in 2030.
A CS market forecast for a given year like 2030 as we are supplying in MARCO i.e. depends on the
expectations in target sectors about how climate change could influence their activities related to the
future lifetime of these. Some activities like an investment in traffic infrastructure can have a long lifetime,
as an economic asset some refurbishment might be needed after some decades and some flexibility in
climate change adaptation thereby could be possible, the climate impacts on the infrastructure however
will go on in a very long time perspective. Other activities, such as specific agricultural crops, can more
November 2018
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easily be changed within a short timeframe, so a climate risk forecast for such an activity can have a shorter
timeframe than for infrastructure projects.
There are inherent uncertainties associated with forecasting the probability of climate events in a relatively
short time frame as for example related to 2030 and to a few subsequent decades since it in a short
timeframe can be difficult to distinguish natural variability and climate change. The provision of CS
information, however in even when there are large uncertainties can be a first step in reviewing how
climate change risks can be integrated in planning and business strategies.

4 MARCO conclusions on the current market and foresights provided by
case studies
The MARCO WP’s have provided information about various parts of the CS market, which all together
provide us with key information about the current state of the market and the likely future trends until
2020 and 2030. The MARCO D 6.3 and D 6.4 reports 2020 report will provide an overview of the results of
the foresights provided in WP 4 and WP 5, while we in the context of this report briefly will introduce the
approaches, which have been applied in the studies.
Figure 6 shows the structure of the individual MARCO WP’s in relation to CS market foresights. The WP
activities are structured in relation to main elements of our forecasting methodology economic sector
activity, climate change impact, and climate services.

Figure 6. Overview of MARCO WP’s contribution to climate service market forecasts.
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WP4 includes quantitative very data intensive assessments of current CS markets and climate change
vulnerabilities and the methodologies are here triangular business data mining and literature studies. A
number of qualitative cases are also included based on stakeholder interviews, and literature studies. A
number of cross cutting statistical indicators have been applied to provide an overview of spatial
distributions of commercial CS, and of CS activity levels relative to GDP, population, and climate
vulnerabilities in Europe. In this way, the methodological approaches applied in WP 4 in the context of
forecasting future markets provides insights on current market scale and gaps.
The methodological approach of WP5 is qualitative and stakeholder workshops and interviews have been
used in order to assess the demand for current and future CS.

5 Forecasting in Practice
5.1 The Application of the Forecasting Approach in Relation to Models
Our forecasting methodology is pragmatic and flexible in order to reflect the uncertainties about structure
in terms of present and future service product exchange, business models, and user needs. We are in the
following illustrating how well-established quantitative scenario and modelling approaches could be used
as a reference point for estimations of development trends in future climate risks, which can indicate how
CS markets could develop.
A wide range of models have been applied to assessments of future climate change risks including global
aggregated Integrated assessment models, regional and national macroeconomic models, sectoral models,
and models with detailed spatial representation of assets, which could be vulnerable to climate change
impacts. In practice, all these different types of models can be used to forecast the technical and/or
economic CS market potential. These models, however do not address where climate change adaptation or
CS have been applied.
In the following, examples will be given on forecasts of future climate change risks and thereby potential CS
markets based on different modelling approaches, and aggregate regional estimates as well as sectoral and
local modelling will here be included. Furthermore, examples will be given on how different modelling
categories can be applied projections of future climate risks and potential CS needs. The model categories
included are Global Integrated Assessment Models, Macroeconomic regional models, sectoral models, and
urban planning models.
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5.1.1

Global IAM example

There are several global integrated assessment models, which have been applied to the assessment of the
economic welfare lows of climate change. Diaz and More (2017) provide an overview of the structure and
main assumptions in these models, and present an overview of the results of three well established IAM’s
The DICE model (Nordhaus, 1992), the FUND model (Anthoff et. All, 2014), and the PAGE model (Hope,
2011) as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Welfare loss estimates provided by alternative climate stabilisation scenarios by global IAM
models based on Diaz and More (2017).

As illustrated in Figure 7 the global IAM’s for see a large increase in global damages in terms of percentage
GDP loss if global temperature stabilization levels increase from 2 degrees C to 4 degrees Celsius, which
would be an emerging trend over the 2100 century. The DICE model has no sectoral or regional
disaggregation, so this model can only be used to provide an aggregate forecast of total climate risks. On
the other hand, the two other models, FUND and PAGE, have regional details about regions and sectors,
which can provide a basis for assessing, where there could be a particular strong growth in climate risks and
thereby CS.

5.1.2

Regional macroeconomic model example

The EU PESETA project (Ciscar et al., 2014) included macroeconomic projections of welfare impacts in
Europe with the GEME3 model. Climate change induced welfare impacts were calculated with a
comparative static approach, where future climate change as it could emerge in the period 2071 to 2100
was induced on economic sectors and regions as they are today. Figure 8 shows the results of the welfare
losses on sectors and regions.
November 2018
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Figure 8. Welfare losses by sectors and regions in Europe estimated by the JRC PESETA II project, in
reference and 2°C simulations (percentage GDP). Source: Ciscar et al. (2014).

According to Figure 8, particular high welfare losses could emerge in the health sector and in the coastal
area, when EU is considered as a whole, with some regional variation with large losses in agriculture,
health, and energy in Southern Europe. The welfare losses are large in the reference climate scenario
compared with 2 degrees stabilization, implying an economic value of risk reduction down to a 2-degree
level. In terms of a development in CS markets, these macroeconomic modelling results can provide a basis
for the following types of conclusions on CS markets:
In the reference scenario case as well as in the 2-degree scenario the results show the sectors in European
regions, where there could be welfare losses by climate change. High welfare losses could drive CS demand
within the sectors and regions.
The magnitude of welfare losses show development trends associated with base year and damages
associated with climate change scenarios. The trend could be a driver in CS demand.

5.1.3

Sectoral Flood Modelling Example for Europe

The IAM sectoral coastal flooding model DIVA has been applied to the protection of flooding risks globally
and at regional basis. The following Table 8 shows the damage cost of coastal flooding in EU27 calculated
by the DIVA model (Hinkel et al., 2010).
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Table 1. Contribution of the different impacts to the total damage cost of coastal flooding at the EU27 level without adaptation. Source: Table from Hinkel et al. (2010)

Note: The scenarios are the IPCC A2 and B1 with no adaptation.

The distribution of the damage costs on the individual EU countries for the same scenarios as included in
Table 1 is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Countries most affected in terms of people flooded under the A2 and B1 scenarios without
adaptation in 2050 (left) and 2100 (right). Source: Figure from Hinkel et al. (2010)

As illustrated in Figure 9 a few countries including the Netherlands, UK and France could experience very
large damages from coastal flooding.
The DIVA model also assessed the damages including adaptation costs, and the results are shown in Table
2.
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Table 2. People flooded, land lost, damage, adaptation and total cost at EU-27 level. Source: Table
from Hinkel et al. (2010)

Damage costs with adaptation is as illustrated in Table 2 significantly reduced with adaptation, and in the
context of projecting CS markets, this indicates a large benefit of CS and associated adaptation and thereby
an economic potential of the CS market.

5.1.4

Sectoral Power sector Modelling Example for Europe

The European Commission has developed a roadmap for the power sector development in Europe, which
provides key information about the scope for CS related to key subsectors.
The following Table 3 from the EU energy roadmap (EC, 2011) shows how the shares of electricity options
could develop until 2015.
Table 3. Development of gross electricity generation and shares of production sources 2005 to 2050.
Source: Table from EC (2011).

In the context of CS forecasts, the renewable energy sources are expected to have a particularly high
growth as shown in Table 3, and this sector accordingly must be expected to have a large potential future
demand for CS, see also WP5 case study on renewable energy and CS.
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5.1.5

Sectoral Transportation sector Modelling Example for Europe

The EU WEATHER project Weather Extremes Impacts on the Transportation Systems and Hazards for
European Regions has estimated current annual damage costs to be about 2.5 bill EUR (Enei et al., 2011). In
particular, infrastructure costs due to flooding events are high (see Table 4). The estimation provides the
background for forecasting future climate risks based on different transportation mode models. Table 4
shows the damage cost on modes with alternative climate events.

Table 4. Generalization of extreme events costs for the European transport system (annual costs in
EUR) (Enei et al., 2011).

The climate risks and damages on infrastructure and different transportation modes due to climate change
up to 2050 were then projected as shown in Figure 10 based on European case studies (Doll et al., 2012).
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Figure 10. Growth in Infrastructure and transportation service damages due to climate change
scenarios up to 2050 estimated by WEATHER case studies. Source: Figure from Doll et al. (2012).

5.1.6

Urban Modelling Example

Climate change can impose serious risks in urban areas, and there is a rich literature on damage costs
associated with extreme events including flooding, hot spells, storms etc. On this basis, future values of CS
and adaptation options can be forecasted.
In a study on flooding in the Danish city of Odense, Kaspersen & Halsnæs (2017) assessed the damages by
alternative future extreme precipitation events on houses, health, industry, ecosystems, cultural values,
and transportation. The damage costs for the different sectors are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Number of flooded assets in Odense caused by flooding during extreme precipitation
events. Source: Table from Kaspersen & Halsnæs (2017)

It can be seen from Table 5 that an increasing number of assets will be flooded in the city of Odense with
increasing event intensity. The probability of the different extreme precipitation events will develop over
time according to different alternative climate scenarios, and the risks and thereby the benefits of avoiding
damage by the use of CS and adaptation measures can then be calculated. In this way, forecasts of the
development of future CS markets for urban areas can be established based on detailed context specific
studies.
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6 Forecasting outputs
It is suggested to structure forecasting outputs with a separate display of assumptions on the key elements
included in Fig 11 with information about Economic impacts, climate impacts, and benefits of avoiding
climate damages and CS market separately. The purpose of such a decomposition of CS market forecast
assumptions is to facilitate transparency about key assumptions and uncertainties, and to structure
sensitivity analysis of the key parameters. The structure of the forecast exemplified for cities is shown in Fig
11.

Figure 11. The structure of the forecast exemplified for cities.

A simple illustrative example is in the following given on the key assumptions applied in a forecasts of
climate risks in an urban area with a focus on flooded residential houses. Key data for the case is shown in
Table 6.
Table 6. Case example data for flooding of houses.
2018

2030

Number of houses

200

300

Number of flooded houses with 20
year return period flooding event

100

250

30,000

40,000

0.05

0.06

150,000

600,000

Damage cost of flooding event
with 20 years return period
(EUR/unit house)
Annual probability of flooding
event
Riskst EUR

Note: The categories “Number of houses” and “Damage cost of flooding event with a 20 years return period” represent economic
activity/assets indicators, and the categories “Number of flooded houses with 20 years return period flooding event” and “Annual
probability of flooding event” represent climate scenario variables.
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The risks of flooding of houses in the case example included in Table 6 results in a flooding risk of 150,000
EUR in 2018 and 600,000 EUR in 2030. If such a risk estimate is linked to the estimates of the current CS
market volume, as provided in WP4 and WP5, then the 4 times increase in risks from 2018 to 2030 could be
translated into a large increase in the benefits of CS and adaptation .
Figure 12 further illustrates how the different factors included in the risk formula (1) contribute to the
growth in risks from 2018 to 2030. The factor with the largest contribution to the growth in flooding risks is
in the case example the house flood factor, which reflects how many houses in the area, which will be
flooded with a 20-year event in 2030.

4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
2018

House number factor
House value factor
House flood factor
Climate factor

2030

Total Risk

Figure 12. Development trends over time in main assumptions driving the climate risk forecast for
the residential sector case example

The calculation of risks in the case example illustrates the approach, where the upper limit of the CS market
is evaluated in terms of what are the potential benefits of implementing CS and adaptation options
(technical and economic potentials). If these numbers were to be modified to reflect the CS market, which
could be realized assumptions could be made about how the growth factors illustrated in Figure 6 could
influence future market barriers and the uptake of CS.
The growth in the factors included in formula (1) will depend on the forecasting timeframe and various
uncertainties associated with the timeframe and factors included. The growth rate of the climate factor can
be expected to increase and be less uncertain over time due to the inertia of the climate system and
increasing with atmospheric GHG concentrations over time. Factors like the house values and number of
houses oppositely is easier to project in a short- rather than a long timeframe.
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7 Conclusions
The MARCO CS market forecasting methodology is developed based on an assessment of the trend in
climate risks emerging from future economic activities, assets and population and on the probability of
climate hazards. A technical potential for CS can then be estimated and given information about the
benefits of reducing damages by adaptation and on market failures, economic and realized market
potentials can also be estimated.
The suggested approach is very pragmatic and it is recommended to use very context specific assumptions,
available scenarios, and modelling results in the development of specific forecasts.
Examples have been given on how available modelling results at global, regional, sectoral, and local level
can be used as a basis for the development of CS market forecasts. Finally, it is suggested to use a common
framework for reporting major assumptions and the results of sensitivity analysis of market forecasts.
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